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Teachers can go to 
intunemonthly.com/lessonplans
for full lesson plans and videos.

This month, lesson plans are 
available for the following stories:
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“WHAT’S MY DESTINY, MAMA?” asks Forrest. “You’re gonna have 
to figure that out for yourself,” says Mrs. Gump. And so, particularly for 
music students trying to decide where to go to college (see what we did 
there?) it’s all been like a box of chocolates. Okay. We’ll stop now. 

We’ve written before about using In Tune’s “Best Music Schools,” our 
semi-annual special reports – or at least highlighting them - as curricular 
material, and we’ll do it again. They’re designed to be a guiding light; 
to � rst explain that the best school is the one that meets a student’s 
very individualized, and very speci� c needs – from location to cost to 
environment to facilities to faculty to program options, and perhaps then 
to reputation. A very successful studio drummer was quoted in In Tune 
saying, “I’ve never been asked before a session where I went to school.” 
The moral is that it’s the learning, not the sweatshirt that matters.

In Tune’s “Best Music Schools” features provide insights about how a 
student can choose the best music program for them. The music world 
has been changing rapidly. Amazingly – and happily – “higher ed” keeps 
changing with it. But it’s not easy to keep up. In this issue’s BMS install-
ment, though, we tackle that challenge. How to prepare for a career 
when the industry is morphing right in front of our eyes? Well-rounded-
ness! Yes, it’s a word. We looked it up. 

The colleges are developing course o� erings and majors that try to 
anticipate change and prepare students with more, newer and broader 
opportunities for learning than ever. Performance majors learn music 
technology and law. Music business majors learn to teach. Music educa-
tion majors learn to teach (gasp!) popular music! 

Where does this leave a high school choir or band director? Hope-
fully assigning In Tune’s “Best Music Schools” February issue special 
report and then leading a rollicking class discussion about it, even for 
15 minutes, at the end of a period or two. Doing so just might change 
a student’s path and help them � gure out their destiny. Incidentally, 
dark round chocolates tend to be tru�  es. The lighter colored ones have 
cherries inside. A box of chocolates becomes a lot less mysterious once a 
teacher shines light on the subject. ●

A Guiding Light
Bleachers, and 
the Jack Antonoff 
Story (Cover Story)

A young, creative but troubled musician from New 
Jersey channels his energies, both positive and 
negative, through music, and becomes a writer 
and performer of hits with a trio of ensembles. At 
the same time, he lends his talents to others, co-
writing with and producing music for some of the 
biggest names in popular music today.

Sight Reading 
Strategies
This month’s “Techniques” column 

begins by pointing out the importance and value of 
developing top-quality sight-reading skills. Our writer 
offers insights and methods to understanding the 
language of music notation, along with a narrative 
on sight-reading’s applications.

What It’s Like To 
Work At…

We expand on our popular single-page column 
“What Do You Do” about the careers of people in the 
music business, instead exploring a whole company, 
with quotes and video clips from the team who runs 
it. This time, we offer a sense of what it might be like 
to work for the musical instrument manufacturer, 
Paul Reed Smith Guitars. 

How to Play 
Kings Of Leon’s 
“Use Somebody”

“Use Somebody” is a song written and recorded 
by Kings of Leon, a Nashville band of brothers (and 
a cousin) who named the band for their grandfa-
ther.  The track appears on their fourth album and 
became one of their biggest hits. As he has in the 
past, our writer, the producer Seth Glassman, also 
examines a cover version of the song, by a band 
who gives it a very different treatment.



 

The Tao of In Tune

MUSIC NEWS
J-Pop band BE:FIRST Breaks Out 
On New Billboard Global Chart, 
Record Label Group Sets Climate 

Pledge, Taylor Swift Faces Copyright Trial, Burna Boy 
To Headline Madison Square Garden, TikTok-er Gets 
A Start As A Sideman, Spotify Loves L.A., Juanes to 
Receive International Peace Honor, and more.

INFLUENCES
Pop star SZA’s inspirations, and their 
inspirations and their inspirations lead 
to…jazz great Lester Young.

MEDIA
Our monthly collection of music media features a 
book about the history of popular music in seven 
genres and another about mindfulness for musicians, 
a sheet music book with 18 of the “best songs of 
2021,” a podcast about jazz standards, online lessons 
from music professor Seth Monahan, a documentary 
about the reunion of Cuban musician brothers sepa-
rated by geopolitics, and more.

FRONTRUNNER
This month’s Frontrunner features an-
other collection of artists on the rise and 
is bracketed by a list of noteworthy music.  
It includes pro� les of Australian singer/
songwriter Dean Lewis, indie pop band 
Cannons, singer/songwriter and producer 
Alex Isley, R&B duo Majid Al Maskati and 

producer Jordan Ullman, and Headstones, one of 
Canada’s best rock bands.

 

WHAT IT’S LIKE TO WORK AT…
The debut of a special feature 
series replaces this issue’s 
single-page column on music 

careers. Titled, “What It’s Like to Work At…” will, 
from time to time, choose a company or organization 
and ask its employees how they prepared for and got 
their jobs, why they like them, and how their work 
� ts into the overall operation of the business. This 
� rst story features the instrument manufacturer 
Paul Reed Smith Guitars.

CLASSIC ALBUM COVERS
No Limit is an album by jazz alto 
saxophonist Art Pepper. Pepper was 
active in West Coast jazz and came 
to prominence in Stan Kenton’s big 

band. He was known for his emotionally charged 
performances and several stylistic shifts throughout 
his career and was described by critic Scott Yanow 
as having “attained his goal of becoming the world’s 
great altoist”. Pepper is said to have helped bring jazz 
from its 50’s and 60’s bebop and avant garde stages 
through to the more melodic modern era.

Artist and illustrator Ephram Wol�  worked with a 
George Kershaw design using photos shot by Pep-
per’s wife Laurie to create the No Limit cover. Born in 
Los Angeles, Wol�  was active as an illustrator in the 
early 1970’s, his work appearing in The Los Angeles 
Times Sunday Magazine West, counter-culture news-
paper The Oracle, and on various covers of albums 
released by the Motown and Contemporary Records 
labels, notably Stevie Wonder’s Innervisions. 
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C O N T E N T  C A P S U L E S  F O R  T E A C H E R S

IN THE LAST FEW ISSUES OF IN TUNE, WE’VE SIGNALED TO MUSIC STUDENTS
that they’ll be best prepared for a musical future by diversifying their music education, and 
suggested ways to do that. Another of these messages is conveyed in the student edition of 
February’s In Tune via our latest “Best Music Schools” special report. For middle and high 

school educators, we have a corresponding suggestion: teach more things. Whether 
they’re required by department heads, school boards or state associations, including 
instruction on music business, music technology, music creation and a wider array of 

musical styles will keep more kids reading about, and hopefully involved in music. 
Regardless of your specialty, expanding your curricula casts a wider net, which should lead 

to more study, regardless of the focus of that study. We hope you’ll fi nd ways to broaden 
the scope of your teaching, and that you’ll use In Tune to help!
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Three Secrets to Unlocking 
Student Motivation

time. This level of autonomy is essential to the development 
of intrinsic motivation.

Achieving a goal as a class will also help boost the sense 
of satisfaction. When everyone works together toward a 
common goal, students have an increased chance of being 
intrinsically motivated to continue that work. It may sound 
counterintuitive but playing well with other musicians is the 
driving force behind many musicians’ intrinsic motivation.

SHOW THEM THE BENEFITS OF SUCCESS
Students will likely � nd intrinsic motivation once they start 
believing in its bene� ts. Some of these bene� ts include:
1. The ability to engage in their ensemble more con� dently
2. Increased happiness
3. More genuine praise from friends and family
4. Self-actualization through creative autonomy! 

If you need help, Practicing Musician offers free training to all educators. 
Register for your free training at practicingmusician.eventbrite.com.

THIS YEAR, IN TUNE’S TEACHER’S EDITION will feature essays on music education from Practicing 
Musician. PM “helps you fl ip your classroom, provides personalized instruction via video lessons, 
assignments, sheet music, and practice logs, and lets you assign homework and track progress in 
minutes.” This next in the series will focus on “unlocking student motivation.”

F R O M  O U R  F R I E N D S  A T  P R A C T I C I N G  M U S I C I A N

ABOUT JAKE DOUGLASS: As a teacher 
and student, Jake has combined the 
study of music, psychology, 
neuroscience, and yoga to create a 
well-rounded and experiential 
understanding of how humans acquire 
and integrate knowledge. Through 
Practicing Musician, he is also working to 

create equitable access to world-class music education.

By Jake Douglass

Many, if not most students require 
motivation in order to succeed. Research shows that 
intrinsic motivation is stronger than extrinsic motivation. 
Even though not all music students start out with intrinsic 
motivation, you can facilitate increasing intrinsic motiva-
tion by using these three methods: 1) Make sure to give 
them a clear goal; 2) Provide appropriate incentives for 
achieving goals and objects; 3) Show them the bene� ts of 
success!

GIVE THEM A CLEAR GOAL
Make sure students know what you expect of them in 
class. You can do so by clarifying the following points with 
students:

1. What are your expectations?
2. How will they know if they met the goal?
3. What are the criteria for success?

PROVIDE APPROPRIATE INCENTIVES FOR 
ACHIEVING GOALS AND OBJECTS
To facilitate the development of each student’s intrinsic mo-
tivation, provide appropriate incentives for meeting your 
expectations. Students should gain a sense of satisfaction 
that they have met your goals.

Satisfaction can be as simple as celebrating a job well 
done. Celebration activates the reward centers in the brain, 
so try and � nd creative ways to celebrate success. Then, en-
courage students to celebrate at home when they feel they 
have successfully met your expectations. This will subcon-
sciously prepare them to celebrate success on their own.

After a while, teach your students how you set their 
expectations and ask them to try setting their own goals. 
Clarify that it would be counterproductive if they set goals 
that are overwhelming. Check to make sure that their goals 
are small and achievable so that their con� dence builds over 
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T
HE THEME FOR 
Music  I n  Our Schools 
Month® (MIOSM®) is 
“Music: The Sound of My 
Heart,” and is sponsored by 

the National Association for Music 
Education (NAfME). Therefore, in 
honor of MIOSM (March 2022) and 
Valentine’s Day, we’ll provide some 
resources along with special insights 
from noted music education technology and inclusive educa-
tion expert Richard McCready, and explore how music 
education nurtures the heart and soul of young music 
creators.

SEL AND MUSIC EDUCATION
Music classes and ensembles lend themselves naturally 
to the development of social and emotional learning 
(SEL) skills. The collaborative nature of music making, 
combined with the independence and interdependence 
of all participants has led music educators to nurture 
the SEL competencies even before they were codi-
f ied by the organizat ion Collaborat ion for 
Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning 
(CASEL). Effective and meaningful music 
educat ion has a lways fostered sel f-
awareness, self-management, relation-
ship skills and responsible decision 
making, as well as social awareness 
to build community, strong musical 
ensembles, and help young people 
grow into valued members of 
society. SEL competencies like 
those learned in music classes and 
ensembles are sought after by 
future employers.

Music educators can formalize 
their SEL instruction through inten-
tionality – planned integration of SEL 
skills into the music learning process. 
SELarts.org provides an extremely valu-
able resource for aligning SEL competen-
cies to the National Core Arts Standards 
(NCAS). Clicking into the interactive matrix 
available at selarts.org/ brings up essential ques-
tions and guiding principles for early elementary, 
late elementary, middle school, and high school.

SEL IN THE MUSIC LAB
In music technology/music produc-
tion classes, it’s quite easy for stu-
dents to work alone at a computer, 
in a solo, personal zone. However, 
these courses should and do go 
beyond music creation and produc-
t ion, nurturing creativity and 
encouraging true workplace readi-
ness through a collaborative studio 

environment. Richard McCready, master music educator, 
has shared some of his magic for creating inclusive, safe spaces 
for all students while engendering SEL skills and career 
readiness. He is known globally in music education technology 
circles for his expertise in designing curricula for technology-
based music instruction. His clinic “All God’s Critters Got 

CASEL Wheel 

THE SEL HEART
MUSIC 

TECHNOLOGY 
LAB

By Marjorie LoPresti, with Richard McCready

© The National
Association for 
Music Education 
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Arts Education & Social Emotional Learning Framework

Self-Management and Perform / Present / Produce

THE SEL HEART OF THE MUSIC TECHNOLOGY LAB
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a Place in the Choir: Creating Unapologetic Inclusion In The Music Classroom” 
(July 20, 2021, musicedtechconference.com) was a tour de force showing 
how the heart, attitude and intentionality of the teacher is the primary factor 
in whether all students will feel accepted, safe, and valued. In a podcast with 
Dr. Jim Frankel, he revealed some of the nuts and bolts for his successful 
program. Click here for more information.

During a recent interview, Richard shared his top recommendations for 
music lab classes such as music production, guitar, piano, and ukulele. 
Without creating a class climate of unconditional positive regard, e� orts 
toward SEL objectives will fall short or fail entirely. Most of the ideas 
presented here translate well to general music and ensemble courses:

Make the classroom re� ect the students. Know your student population 
as best you can, demographically and musically. Make your classroom 
space re� ect their diversity. Hang posters of successful musicians and 
producers who look like them and re� ect the wide range of their musical 
preferences. In addition, Richard keeps a wide variety of chair types in his 
classroom, o� ering students a choice of seating style as well as location. 
Some students will gravitate toward a metal stool, while others choose an 
upholstered studio chair. These aspects of classroom environment show 
students that you value people who look like them, the music they like, 
and honor the choices they make. These form the foundation of a trusting 
relationship which is needed to open the door for SEL competencies like 
self-awareness, social awareness, relationship skills, and responsible deci-
sion making.

Use a wide variety of teaching strategies. Most music educators were 
taught in a conservatory style, with emphasis on using music notation. 
Throughout the world, and particularly in popular music and studio music 
production, other modalities are used to teach and collaborate musically. 
The piano roll, beat grid, and other graphic representations of music 
found in digital audio workstation (DAW) programs from Soundtrap to 
Pro Tools are now standard in commercial music production. Aural skills, 
visual modeling (videos too), plus call/response or ‘rote’ learning are 
valid in most musical traditions and cultures. Along with more traditional 
music education methods, they help to meet the needs of all learning 
styles. By teaching using a variety of modalities as well as notation systems 
like lead sheets and tablature, you give students the freedom to choose 
what works best for them as individual learners and creators. You are 
modeling social awareness and relationship skills, while fostering self-
awareness and responsible decision making.

Coach. Don’t direct. In too many musical ensembles, individual players 
sacrifice their individuality and creativity to the will of the director. In 
those situations, SEL competencies are encouraged to improve individual 
contribution to the group’s performance of an existing musical product 
while creating space for individual self-knowledge and expression. In 
the music lab, particularly in music production and modern band courses, 
the ideas of individuals create the musical product, not reproduce it. 
Here, the teacher should model coaching skills and help students learn 
to coach one another in a supportive manner. When the teacher models 
by suggestion rather than direction (“Yes, and maybe this too”… or, 
“What if you try”…), students learn to employ the kind collaborative 
coaching notable in many successful studio situations. In the documentary 
Get Back, the Beatles work through song writing sessions using some of 

learn more @ 
uarts.edu/sms
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these techniques, albeit with disagreements at times.
The producer has final say. Richard uses the term 

producer rather than composer. When it comes to 
creative projects like compositions, remixes, solo 
performances, and audio recording, the producer seeks 
out feedback from classmates and the “teacher,” but 
always maintains creative control. If you intend to 
teach “responsible decision making” as an SEL skill, 
students need to have creative control to exercise their 
decisions. If you have been successful in creating an 
environment in which the ideas of all participants are 
valued, producers will consider the ideas and sugges-
tions of others to improve the final product, ultimately 
making choices that best f it their unique creative 
perspectives.

Encourage connected, organic music making. Not 
all music creation, performance or production must 
involve written notation or a solitary composition pro-
cess. Students have musical experiences outside the 
classroom as listeners, performers, and creators. Some 
create their own music with a “garage band”. Some 
perform with a community or church group. Others 
have deep aesthetic experience as 
music listeners, with song ideas in 
their heads al l the t ime. Your 
awareness of and engagement with 
students’ complete musical selves 
models a sophisticated level of 
social awareness. This sets the 
scene for true collaboration, valu-
ing the input of each person pres-
ent. These relationship skills unite 
with responsible decision making 
to create a valuable, student-driven musical outcome. 
This level of teamwork is highly valued by prospective 
employers, too.

If the 2022 (’21-’22 school year) theme “Music: The 
Sound of My Heart”, is true, then the 2021 theme “Music 
Changes Lives” provides the core truth of intentional, 
heartfelt inclusion of SEL objectives in music education. 
When we are our best selves each day with our students, 
we teach more than music. We create real community 
and help students � nd meaning and connectedness in their 
education and lives. 

ADDITIONAL SEL RESOURCES
● Music Education and Social Emotional Learning: The Heart 
of Teaching Music with available student workbook by Scott 
N. Edgar, GIA Publications. Foundational reading with 
practical, classroom-ready strategies and materials.
● Portraits in Music Education and Social Emotional Learning: 
The Heart of Teaching Music by Scott N. Edgar, GIA Publica-

tions. Inspiring stories and ideas for implementing SEL at all 
grade levels, with contributions from Jill Gagliardi, Elise Hackl, 
Meghan Hickey, Mary Jensen, Jessica Kwasny, Andrew M. 
Ladendorf, Brandon Larsen, Sandra Lewis, Darlene Machacon, 
Rachel Manchur, Bobby Olson, Michael J. West, and William 
Winters.

● The ABCs of My Feelings and Music by Scott N. Edgar, Stepha-
nie Edgar, illustrated by Nancy Sosna Bohm, GIA Publica-
tions. Valuable resource with engaging songs and activities 

for SEL in elementary general music.

● Music FUNdations for Band and Music 
FUNdations for Orchestra, by Scott Lang 
and Robert Sheldon, Scott Lang Leader-
ship (https://musicfundations.com/). 
Activity book/supplemental method with 
ready-to-use activities for infusing SEL 
into band and orchestra courses, with 
musical pieces by Robert Sheldon. Also 
available via MusicFirst. 

MARJORIE LOPRESTI is Director of Content for MusicFirst, 
professor of Music Education Technology at Rutgers Uni-
versity, and co-author of Practical Music Education Technol-
ogy (Oxford University Press). She has over 30 years of 
experience teaching elementary and secondary music, and 
has been named NJMEA Master Music Teacher and TI:ME 
Music Technology Teacher of the Year.

RICHARD MCCREADY teaches Music Technology, Piano, 
and Guitar, at River Hill High School in Clarksville, Maryland, 
and is also the Resource Teacher for Music Technology for 
Howard County, MD. He was awarded the 2013 TI:ME Mike 
Kovins Teacher of the Year Award, the 2013 Howard County 
Music Educator of the Year Award, and also the 2014 Maryland 
Outstanding Music Educator Award. He is a sought-after 
clinician and curriculum consultant, and author of “Making 
Music With GarageBand and Mixcraft” (Cengage, 2010) and 
“Make Your Own Music: A Creative Curriculum” (Hal Leonard, 
2015). Richard is also the series editor of the Oxford University 
Press “Prestissimo” series of Music Tech guides and was 
featured in the “Music Technology Cookbook” by Adam 
Patrick Bell (Oxford, 2020).

THE SEL HEART OF THE MUSIC TECHNOLOGY LAB







THE NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
(NEA) FOUNDATION is dedicated to supporting teachers 
who use project-based and deeper learning methods to help 
students develop skills and attitudes that will help them 
succeed and be happy in a rapidly changing world. In service 
of that goal, the foundation is o� ering $2,000 and $5,000 
grants to fund eligible activities for 12 months from the date 
of the award, and seeks applications from teachers, 
specialized instructional support personnel**, and education 
support professionals* who:

● develop and implement a project that will enhance 
students’ critical thinking and problem-solving skills.

● develop and implement a project supporting person-
alized and experiential learning.

● support students’ mastery of essential 
academic content.

● support students’ cultural understanding 
and appreciation.

● promote students’ communication 
and collaboration skills; or

● enable students to engage in learning experiences 
connected to real-world issues and challenges.

ELIGIBILITY
Applicants must be teachers, education support profes-

sionals, or specialized instructional support personnel, 
and must be current members of the National Education 
Association. Current NEA Foundation grantees are ineli-
gible for a concurrent funding opportunity. If a proposal is 
accepted, members cannot apply for other NEA funding 
opportunities until the grant is completed.

HOW CAN GRANT FUNDS BE USED?
Grants may be used to buy resources, supplies, equip-
ment, transportation, or technology. Some funds might 
be utilized to assist with professional development, but 
the bulk of grant money must be spent on supplies or 
educational experiences for children. If your budget 
allows, you must show how the materials will help stu-
dents develop their knowledge and inquisitive behaviors.

Grants cannot be used to cover indirect expenditures, 
grant administration fees, personnel costs, or lobbying 
or religious activities. The NEA Foundation is unable to 
fund proposals solely focusing on electronics such as lap-
tops, Chromebooks, or tablets.

Applications will be accepted between 
March 1, 2022-May 1, 2022. 

Winning proposals will be notifi ed 
on July 1, 2022.

Grants from the National Education 
Association (NEA) Foundation

THE NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION FOUNDATION believes that public education should encourage 
students’ interest in learning and help them succeed as 21st-century global citizens.

G E T T I N G  G R A N T S By Stacey  Swanson

*Education support professionals (ESPs) are de� ned as: paraeducators, school bus drivers or other transportation sta� , 
custodial and maintenance sta� , food services sta� , school nurses, health aides and other health and student services sta� , clerical sta� , security sta� , skilled 

trades sta� , and technical services sta� .

**Specialized instructional support personnel (SISP) include professionals such as school counselors, psychologists, 
social workers, occupational therapists, library media specialists, speech pathologists, and others.

ABOUT NEA FOUNDATION The NEA Foundation is a national nonprofi t and philanthropic 
organization based in Washington, DC. Teachers are the inspiration for this non-profi t organization, 
whose goal is to work in collaboration with others to improve public education. They believe that the 

most innovative and effective policies and strategies emanate from educators engaged in authentic partnership with policy-
makers, students, parents, and others who are committed to educational equity, excellence, and opportunity. They hope that 
through these collaborations, we may improve both students’ and communities’ educational experiences.

Click here for more information

https://www.neafoundation.org/for-educators/student-success-grants/grantee-faqs/


P O P  Q U I Z
The following quiz questions can be used to test for comprehension or for general reading of this issue of In Tune. 

(The answers are on page 3 of the Teacher’s Edition.)

TOOLS FOR EDUCATORS

1. This Dean Lewis single went 11x platinum 
in Australia.

A. “Be Alright”
B. “Looks Like Me”
C. “Used to Love”
D. “Waves”

2. Rolling Stone ranked Stevie Ray Vaughn at 
which position on their “100 Greatest Guitar-
ist” list?

A. 1
B. 86
C. 12
D. 55

3. Finish the quote: “Genius is 1% inspiration 
and 99% _______.”

A. Practice
B. Luck
C. Application
D. Perspiration

4. Which producer mentored WLPWR when 
Will worked in a compound of music produc-
ers and audio engineers?

A. K-Def
B. Yelawolf
C. Sylvia Robinson
D. Rittz

5. SZA cites which artist as a major infl u-
ence?

A. Billie Holliday
B. Ella Fitzgerald
C. Charlie Parker
D. Lester Young

6. To become a better sight reader, it’s 
important to:

A. Get an overall view of the sheet music
B. Listen to recordings of songs
C. Recognize patterns
D. Use your musicianship

7. True/False: Jack Antonoff was excited 
when Fun’s ”We Are Young” became a global 
success.

8. Kings of Leon music was popular in which 
country before it hit the U.S. charts?

A. United Kingdom
B. Italy
C. Japan
D. Germany

9. Which instrument did jazz artist Art Pepper 
play?

A. Bass
B. Piano
C. Trumpet
D. Saxophone

10. This J-Pop group hit No. 1 on Billboard’s 
Hot Trending Songs global chart.

A. BTS
B. Blackpink
C. BE:FIRST
D. AKB48
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